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                                AS140330 CHINATELECOM-FUJIAN-XIAMEN-5G-NETWORK CHINATELECOM Fujian province Xiamen 5G network
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                                        AS140330
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                                        CHINATELECOM-FUJIAN-XIAMEN-5G-NETWORK CHINATELECOM Fujian province Xiamen 5G network
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aut-num:        140330
as-name:        CHINATELECOM-FUJIAN-XIAMEN-5G-NETWORK
descr:          CHINATELECOM Fujian province Xiamen 5G network
descr:          361000
country:        CN
org:            ORG-CT1-AP
admin-c:        CH93-AP
tech-c:         CH93-AP
abuse-c:        AC1573-AP
notify:         zhengzm@chinatelecom.cn
mnt-lower:      MAINT-CHINANET
mnt-routes:     MAINT-CHINANET-FJ
mnt-by:         APNIC-HM
mnt-irt:        IRT-CHINANET-CN
last-modified:  2020-05-14T11:14:48Z
source:         APNIC

                                

                            

                        

                        
                    

                    
                       


                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                                IPv4 地址范围

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        	IPv4 地址段	描述	IP 数量
	59.60.6.0/23	CHINANET fujian province network 	512
	59.60.8.0/22	CHINANET fujian province network 	1024
	59.60.12.0/23	CHINANET fujian province network 	512
	117.28.232.0/21	CHINANET Fujian province network 	2048


                                    

                                
                                
                            

                        

                        
                    

                    
                       


                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                                IPv6 地址范围

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                        	IPv6 地址段	描述
	240e:14:1000::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:14:9000::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:55::/34	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:d2::/33	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:d6:1000::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:108:4344::/48	Chinatelecom IPv6 address for network
	240e:108:4b44::/48	Chinatelecom IPv6 address for network
	240e:264:2000::/36	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:267:2000::/40	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:267:2100::/40	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:267:2200::/40	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:267:2300::/40	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:378:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:378:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:378:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:378:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:378:aa00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:379:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:379:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:379:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:379:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:379:aa00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37a:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37a:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37a:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37a:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37a:aa00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37b:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37b:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37b:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37b:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37b:aa00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37c:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37c:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37c:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37c:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37c:aa00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37d:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37d:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37d:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37d:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37d:aa00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37e:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37e:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37e:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37e:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37e:aa00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37f:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37f:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37f:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37f:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:37f:aa00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:678:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:678:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:678:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:678:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:679:1000::/37	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:679:8800::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:679:c400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:679:e400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67a:1000::/37	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67a:8800::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67a:c400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67a:e400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67b:1000::/37	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67b:8800::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67b:c400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67b:e400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67c:1000::/37	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67c:8800::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67c:c400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67c:e400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67d:1000::/37	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67d:8800::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67d:c400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67d:e400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67e:1000::/37	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67e:8800::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67e:c400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67e:e400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67f:1000::/37	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67f:8800::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67f:c400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:67f:e400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:983:1806::/48	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a64:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a64:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a64:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a64:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a65:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a65:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a65:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a65:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a66:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a66:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a66:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a66:2400::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a67:1a00::/39	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a67:1c00::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
	240e:a67:2000::/38	Chinatelecom networks with tens of high-end routers and switches
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                                SWISS-KRONO-AS - SWISS KRONO sp. z o.o.
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                                COI - Centralny Osrodek Informatyki
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                                UNIVERSAL-EXPORTS - Andrew Vieyra
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                                TEFINCOMHOST-AS-AP Packethub s.a.
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